OVERVIEW
Internet Protocol is an open, standards-based set of rules that can route data around network failures and persistently transport data with minimal delay and loss of content.
1 IP also has mechanisms that can automatically discover the best route through a network with multiple paths.
Voice over Internet Protocol is a technology for encoding and routing digitized voice and data traf fic over the Internet. Two VoIP categories are partic ularly relevant to public safety: VoIP telephony and VoIP within public safety communications sys tems.
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Through IP technology, voice communications are digitized and then segmented into standard digital data payloads (i.e., batches or collections of data) that are, in turn, encapsulated within IP packets so they can be transmitted via the IP transport network. This process allows voice and other infor mation-such as video data-to coexist in a single IP data network so it can be transmitted using shared equipment and communications lines. "IP gateway" is a term often used to describe the device that takes voice or video and encodes or decodes it into outgoing or incoming IP data.
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A variety of VoIP-based products are available, including personal computers and specialized network appliances.
BENEFITS
The potential benefits of IP-based voice technology for public safety include:
❋ Reduced communications costs. Voice and data communications may be combined into a single, well-designed network.
❋ Increased reliability. A well-designed IP trans port network can reroute data around congest ed network paths so communications integrity is maintained. 
EMERGING PUBLIC SAFETY STANDARD
The Project 25 (P25) InterSubSystem Interface (ISSI), which is part of the P25 standards suite, is emerging as the most mature public safety IP standard. The ISSI has been partially approved within the Telecommunications Industry Association and will allow for P25 trunked radio system interconnectivity over a wide geographic area using IPbased technology. 
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